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Cream of the crop

MAC MACKIE

IT IS now more than a century since Dr Maitland Mackie started 
farming at Westertown near Rothienorman, but four generations 
later his entrepreneurial spirit lives on through great grandson Mac.

Dr Mackie was one of the first farmers to take an interest in 
breeding hens to develop desired traits. Mac’s grandfather, Sir 
Maitland Mackie, lost a University debate in the 1930s that tractors 
would take over from horses and went on to own Scotland’s first 
combine in 1945.

Then Mac’s father, company chairman 
Maitland, also blessed with the 
entrepreneurial gene,  founded Mackie’s 
retail milk business and began to make 
ice cream from surplus cream.

The Mackie family’s ability to adapt and 
diversify throughout the decades has 
meant that Westertown Farm remains 
one of the North-east’s most successful businesses.

Mackie’s produces 10 million litres of ice cream at Westertown 
which is sold from South Korea to Ireland and the United Arab 
Emirates to India.

Ice is also now produced at the farm from spring water under the 
Mackie brand and the most recent product, Mackie’s crisps, made 
from potatoes grown from Kinross in the south to St Cyrus in the 
north, are produced at Taylor’s Moncur farm in Perthshire in a joint 
venture with Taypack.

Mac Mackie, the company managing director, is also driving 
forward plans to make Mackie’s not only a Scottish global brand 
but also the greenest company in Britain.

There are already three wind turbines at Westertown with plans for 
a fourth currently trying to negotiate the planning process.

In addition there are 150 kilowatts of solar panels and on “a good 
day” - a windy day at Rothienorman 
- a single turbine is enough to power 
the farm and factory and more than 
two thirds of the energy produced 
can be sold on.

Mac explained to Business Bulletin 
why Mackie’s moved into the potato 
crisp market.

“With ice cream there is only so far we 
can go,” he said. “We have to diversify into other areas because 
making ice cream on a farm in Aberdeenshire has to have a limit, 
although it’s a very good story and already pretty big and it gives 
us a base to grow into other things.

“We have a very good brand, especially in Scotland, so we were 
looking at getting more out of it – other products we could add on. 
There wasn’t really a strong brand of crisps in Scotland and it had 
a similar story to ice cream in that we thought we could grow our 
crop ourselves.”

As it transpired the capital cost of the infrastructure and the fact 

Diversifying the Mackie’s brand

“People see a Scottish product and quite 
often phone up and say ‘how do I get this?’ 
I think that happens a lot with Scottish 
products but not quite so much with 
other countries and it is something which 
companies should be capitalising more on.”

FE
AT

UR
ES
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that Mac’s uncle offered the sage advice that the best crisping 
potatoes can only be grown “south of Laurencekirk” it turned out 
to be more practical to enter a joint venture with potato experts 
Taypack.

Now almost a dozen flavours of Mackie’s of Scotland crisps are 
sold in 20 countries, including Dubai, United Arab Emirates, Japan, 
Hong Kong, China, Canada and the United States.

Mac admits that even he has been surprised by the scale of success 
of the crisps and they are now investigating the production of 
other potential goods which would fit with the brand.

“We are investing a lot in our core business in being more efficient 
and self-sufficient but if we want to keep expanding we have to 
diversify into other areas.

“We have our own power supply with the wind turbines and solar 
panels, we have our own milk supply with the cows and now we 
are making our own packaging on site.”

Mackie’s recently invested €900,000 in Swedish equipment which 
allows them, in what was once the farm byre, to produce 90% of 
their own packaging.

“It is made on site with our own renewable energy and then filled 
with our own cows’ milk,” said Mac, “and we have also just put in 
some kit to make the added ingredient for the honeycomb and 
some other ice cream flavours on site. So without necessarily 
expanding our turnover there is more we can do to keep adding to 
the value chain here.”

He admits that operating a national and international business 
from rural Aberdeenshire can pose challenges and increased 
automation has helped overcome one of them, a shortage of staff.

Almost all the company’s 70 employees are based at Westertown 
and because of the difficulty in recruiting a few years ago they 
focused on automation and efficiency to achieve more with the 
same number of people.

Being based in the North-east of Scotland also means distribution 
costs and time are greater than for some competitors.

“The bypass will have an impact on us and will substantially reduce 
the time and costs of getting our product down to even the Central 
Belt.

“However we run a fairly efficient system and use a large distributor 
who supplies a major supermarket chain. They give us a very good 
rate to backhaul product in full lorry loads to their cold store in 
Yorkshire from where we distribute throughout the UK.”

Last year Mac took over as chairman of the Grampian Food Forum 
which exists to help companies consolidate their competitive 
position in the short term and guide them towards sustainable 
long-term growth.

“We discuss these sorts of issues and look for ways to help each 
other and in the past have studied buying groups and whether 
we could share distribution but it is very hard to do so because 
everyone has very specific demands. However there are one or 
two things that we can do, I am sure, to work together.

“I think the food and drink industry in Scotland is actually doing 
remarkably well. It is buoyed up considerably by salmon and 
whisky and if you take them out the picture doesn’t look quite so 
rosy - but why should they not be in the picture? 

“It is obviously very hard for certain sectors and many beef 
companies are really struggling as are some of the fish companies 

but they are a resilient bunch and the ones in the very toughest 
sectors are finding ways of keeping going.”

He said that Mackie’s expansion overseas came through both 
proactive efforts attending events like Gulfood, the world’s biggest 
annual trade exhibition for the food and hospitality industry, and 
reactive by responding to requests from companies which had 
seen their products and wanted to sell them.

“People see a Scottish product and quite often phone up and say 
‘how do I get this?’ I think that happens a lot with Scottish products 
but not quite so much with other countries and it is something 
which companies should be capitalising more on.

“I must admit I didn’t think crisps were a perfect product for 
export because they are cheap and bulky but they have done 
very well. The Scottish image is better for selling in somewhere 
like Singapore or Hong Kong than it is in England. In England they 
say ‘we have local English products why would we want Scottish 
products?’ Whereas in Canada and America it is a very clear story 
that Scottish products are high quality.”

Mac is passionate about the environment and long before visitors 
arrive at Mackie’s headquarters they are easily pinpointed by the 
three existing Vestas V52 wind turbines named “Mackie’s”, “Ice” 
and “Cream” if you read the company website or, as charismatic 
chairman Maitland Mackie told the Holyrood green energy inquiry, 
“Margaret, Mirabel and Matilda after old girlfriends.”

The 75-year-old chairman may have to cast his mind back into 
the mists of time for another former companion’s name if they are 
successful in gaining permission for a fourth.

“We are still very keen to do more and more with renewable 
energy,” said Mac. “We would also like to expand the solar panels 
and biogas could provide an opportunity at some point.

“So far we have not managed to find the right biogas system but 
it is something we are working on. There are plenty of systems for 
which people grow crops to feed in but that doesn’t seem a very 
good idea or sustainable. If you can use actual waste products, 
cow slurry, then that’s a great idea.

“We also continue to look at electric cars. We have an office car 
which just goes to Inverurie and back and when I replace it I’m 
definitely going to get an electric car. I would like to get one myself 
but I will need to be able to get to Edinburgh and back.”
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Award for EPC

Keith Wallace, EPC Offshore

Oil and gas concept development 
and project management company 
EPC Offshore won the Subsea 
Company of the Year title at the 
Subsea UK Business Awards 2013.

The accolade, which acknowledges 
excellence and achievement in 
the subsea industry, was awarded 
to EPC Offshore in recognition 
of its rapid growth, technical 
excellence and commitment to staff 
development and training.

The company’s recent successes 
include a major contract to 
select the optimum concept for 
the development of Hurricane’s 
Lancaster Field, one of the most 
significant oil discoveries in the 
West of Shetland in recent years.
 
Keith Wallace, EPC Offshore’s 
chief executive, said: “The subsea 
industry is experiencing very 
exciting times and we are proud to 
be part of that growth. Our ability 
to turn opportunities into assets is 
helping the industry take on more 
challenging projects in deeper and 
harsher environments, improve the 
ability to capitalise on marginal 
developments and further increase 
the life of the North Sea.

“We will continue to invest in the 
development of our people, our 
systems and technology to ensure 
that EPC Offshore continues to offer 
the industry the most advanced 
solutions in this increasingly 
challenging sector.”

 

Aberdeen-based Aiken Group is on 
track to achieve record turnover having 
secured deals worth £9 million in the last 
six months.

The company specialises in 
accommodation upgrades, 
refurbishments and new-builds 
worldwide and employs more than 70 
staff at its Aberdeen headquarters, plus 
more than 120 contractors worldwide.  

With all divisions of the growing business 
continuing to experience an upturn in 
demand for products and services, the 
company has also added seven new 
staff to the team in recent months with 
further new faces expected to join the 
ranks during 2013.

The general secretary of the Scottish 
Trades Union Congress, Grahame Smith, 
will give the keynote address at this 
year’s UK Oil and Gas Industry Safety 
Awards on April 24.

Grahame Smith is a member of two 
government/oil and gas industry groups 
which aim to maximise the potential of 
the industry: PILOT and the Scottish Oil 
and Gas Industry Leadership Group.

In January 2013 he became a member of 
the Scottish Government’s Commission 
on the Development of Scotland’s Young 
Workforce, chaired by Sir Ian Wood.

The UK Oil and Gas Industry Safety 
Awards, sponsored by Maersk Oil, are 
now established as the top annual 
showcase event to celebrate the 
industry’s most inspirational safety 
achievers. 

They are jointly organised by Oil & Gas 
UK and Step Change in Safety and 
honour the top people and companies 
across seven categories.

Business management software firm 
BusinessPort has experienced a surge 
in growth since the beginning of the 
year.

The company, which provides business 

management software for safety 
critical sectors, has a forward order 
book of £2 million, the largest in the 
company’s history.

It has also increased its workforce in 
the last 12 months by almost 50% from 
19 to 35 in its software development 
and professional service departments 
due to huge demand.  

The firm has projected 100% growth for 
2013, which it said has been driven by 
the recognition of the need of process-
based management systems in the US.

ITF, the global technology facilitator, 
has signed three new members to 
its international group of oil and gas 
operators and service companies, who 
will work together to drive forward 
innovation and collaboration in the 
industry.

CNR International joins Expro and FMC 
Technologies on the organisation’s 
growing list of prominent industry 
players.

ITF and its members endeavour to 
tackle the most pertinent global 
industry challenges from seismic and 
reservoir characterisation to subsea and 
unconventionals.  As an influential and 
prominent group of companies, members 
support technology development 
through ITF’s collaborative model to 
deliver innovative and groundbreaking 
solutions to the energy industry.

ITF executive chairman Max Rowe said: 
“The addition of new operators and 
service companies brings a wealth of 
fresh experience and knowledge which, 
in collaboration with others, can discover 
the most innovative answers to often 
age old industry problems.  We’ve got to 
use more technology and innovation to 
access scarce resources which can only 
be achieved through collaborative R&D.”

Aiken Group 
growth

STUC boss to 
speak

Good year for 
BusinessPort

New members 
for ITF

Max Rowe, ITF
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Bob Collier
Chief Executive

Aberdeen - UK City of 
Culture 2017?

ABERDEEN City Council has registered its intent 
with the Department for Culture Media and Sport to 
apply to be UK City of Culture in 2017, along with ten 
other cities which are Chester, Dundee, East Kent, 
Hastings and Bexhill on Sea, Hull, Leicester, Plymouth, 
Portsmouth and Southampton, Southend on Sea and 
Swansea Bay.
 
The City Council’s bid team is now preparing a bid 
document which will be submitted to the judging panel 
on April 30.  Aberdeen will then find out if it has made 
the final four at some point in June.  This will follow 
several weeks of intense consultation. 

Members of the Chamber will have received a short 
consultation questionnaire by the time they read this. 
We will let you have the results of this, once completed.

There are also public consultations happening on 
March 20 at the Cowdray Hall.  These are open to 
members of the public, practicing artists and anyone 
with an interest in Aberdeen becoming City of Culture. 
At the consultation meetings the bid team will be 
asking for your help with two main questions...

1) What you would want to see if Aberdeen became UK 
City of Culture in 2017?

2) What should the legacy of Aberdeen being UK City 
of Culture be?

More details are available on www.aberdeen2017.com.

If the city is successful the team will then be invited to 
submit a more detailed bid outlining some of the events 
that would happen if Aberdeen was the UK’s City of 
Culture in 2017. Rita Stephen, who heads up the bid 
team, has made intentions clear that whatever happens 
with the UK City of Culture bid there is a consensus 
that 2017 will be a year of culture in Aberdeen.  
 
Rita and her team have identified the following main 
themes for the bid: Telling the Story; Connecting 
the North; The Sea of Light; Creative Port; and The 
Energy City. These are flexible and appropriate themes 
which have the potential to be developed to provide a 
differentiated proposal for our city.

We all know that we are not good at telling the 
Aberdeen story to the world, and we have so much to 
tell. The other four themes will help us to tell that story. 
Aberdeen is one of the economic powerhouses of the 
North, an energy city, exporting by air and sea to the 
world. But we do tend to hide the excellent cultural 
offering that we already have, and have not been 
wholly successful in developing this with new offerings 
to be internationally significant, through investment 
and creativity. The region could do better, and a City 

of Culture bid supported by Aberdeenshire is the best 
opportunity we will have to achieve this.

We will all need to support the bid for UK City of 
Culture in 2017, so that we can improve the quality of 
life in the region and attract the talent that we need to 
exploit our future opportunities.

Bob Collier
Chief Executive
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Law firm Aberdein Considine 
has achieved Investors in People 
accreditation, the most successful 
framework for business improvement 
through people in the UK. 

The achievement highlights the firm’s 
commitment to its employees and 
demonstrates a solid foundation 
of good practice, which remains 
challenging and aspirational for many 
organisations

Aberdein Considine was established 
in Aberdeen in 1981 and now operates 
across Scotland. It has more than 270 
staff.

The ASCO Group has been awarded 
a five-year contract for supply base 
services in Norway by Lundin. 

The contract is for supply base and 
logistics services in support of Lundin’s 
drilling and operational activities in the 
Norwegian Continental Shelf including 
the Brynhild and Edvard Grieg fields as 
well as exploration drilling in the North 
Sea. The five-year contract has two 
further two-year options. The contract 
value has not been disclosed.

Bill Drummond, managing partner of 
Brodies LLP, was named Management 
Partner of the Year at the Legal 
Business Awards 2013.

Bill, recently re-elected by his partners 
to serve a further three years as 
Brodies’ managing partner, saw off 
stiff competition from the UK’s leading 
national and international practices to 
win the accolade, which recognised his 
clear strategic vision, commitment to 
providing clients with legal services of 
the highest quality and Brodies’ strong 
financial performance. The award 
was presented by the former Cabinet 
Minister Michael Portillo and Lesley 
Wan, Corporate Real Estate Legal 
Counsel for Lloyds Banking Group, at 
an awards ceremony held in London.

Electric vehicle charging points are to 
be installed across Aberdeen after the 
city council won £120,000 of grant 
funding from Transport Scotland.

At least six charging points are to be 
installed in publicly accessible locations 
as part of a UK-wide initiative called 
Plugged in Places.

Aberdeen has been identified as a 
strategic hub in Scotland’s Plugged 
in Places project and the funding 
allocated is to cover the cost of 
procurement and installation of the 
electric vehicle charging infrastructure. 
Three types of charging points will 
be provided: rapid chargers which 
are capable of recharging a vehicle in 
about 20 minutes; fast chargers which 
can recharge a vehicle in two to three 
hours; and standard chargers which 
recharge a vehicle in about six hours. 
They will be used to help motorists 
prepare for local trips and longer 
journeys across the country and will be 
run on a “pay as you go” basis.

Sites for the charging points are being 
investigated, in consultation with the 
local branch of the Electric Vehicle

Association Scotland and Scottish and 
Southern Energy. A report detailing 
proposed locations will be reported to 
councillors later this year. 

Initial investigations show that busy 
locations where a large number of 
people can access the chargers with 
a quick turnover, or close to strategic 
road networks where they can provide 
a quick top-ups for long-distance 
travellers, would be the most suitable 
for rapid chargers. Car parks where 
people are likely to park for up to 
three hours are likely to be the most 
appropriate places to site the fast 
chargers, while the standard chargers 
appear to be best suited to long stay 
car parks.

An Aberdeen company has become 
the only Microsoft Gold Certified 
Partner for SharePoint in the North of 
Scotland.

Evoke IT has gained Gold certification 
just nine months after achieving the 
Silver level. 

The award is the culmination of focused 
investment and hard work, as the 
company has to have four Microsoft 
Professional developers who have 
passed the required exams, as well 
as 10 completed surveys by satisfied 
customers and feedback from clients 
on three finished projects.

Harvey Aberdein, Aberdein Considine

IIP accreditation

www.MAC-L.com
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More than 1,000 international delegates are expected 
to attend the Deep Offshore Technology International 
Conference which will be held at the Aberdeen 
Exhibition and Conference Centre in October 2014.
For more than three decades Deep Offshore Technology 
International has been showcasing pioneering 
technology shaping the future of the deep and ultra-
deepwater industry. 

A new route pass offering 25% discount for travellers 
booking four return flights has been launched by 
Eastern Airways across its network, including services 
from Aberdeen International Airport.
The new 4-4-3 Route Pass product initiative introduced 
by the UK’s second largest regional airline will benefit 
regular commuters when they purchase four flights for 
the price of three on any Eastern Airways route.

Scottish Rig Inspection and training provider Aberdeen 
Drilling Consultants in partnership with Aberdeen 
Drilling Schools has become the first International Well 
Control Forum (IWCF) accredited online “learning 
to examination” provider for Level Two “Basic” Well 
Control training worldwide.

Stork Technical Services, provider of knowledge-based 
asset integrity management services for the oil and 
gas, chemical and power sectors, has secured more 
than £15 million of new work with an un-named major 
North Sea operator in the past month. 
The contract will see Stork’s subsea team deliver a 
range of integrated subsea inspection, repair and 
maintenance workscopes.

Subsea integrity and project management specialist 
Flexlife has been awarded a contract extension by 
Apache North Sea worth £5 million.
Flexlife was originally awarded a £13 million, three-year 
deal but has now secured a one-year extension to 
project manage work with a CAPEX value in excess 
of £130 million. The contract also covers the on-going 
integrity management of all the subsea infrastructure 
and pipeline on Forties and Beryl.

Following the successful refinancing of AGR Group, the 
Group’s two business areas, Petroleum Services and 
Drilling Services, are now financed separately.
This enables the two divisions to seek separate strategic 
alternatives with autonomous managements. Under 
the leadership of Åge Landro, EVP Petroleum Services 
and David Hine, EVP EDS-ORS, both divisions are ready 
to seek further growth as stand-alone companies.  

 

For all  Members News please go to:
www.agcc.co.uk/membersnews

Send your news to 
business.bulletin@agcc.co.uk

News in brief
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CONTACT: Mike Whittall, VAT  Senior Manager
email: mike.whittall@aab.co.uk
9 Queens Road, Aberdeen, AB15 4YL
tel: 01224 625111   fax: 01224 626007   
website: www.aab.co.uk

Is it time to get your 
VAT house in order?
A general article on VAT is never easy to write due to 
the very specific nature of the tax and available 
column inches.  What we have sought to provide in 
this piece is a high level summary of just some of the 
current issues and opportunities which are continuing 
to impact the businesses we are speaking to. 

Global employment companies 

Where a global employment structure has been in 
operation for some time, it is important to make sure 
it is up to date with current interpretation of tax 
legislation generally.  From a VAT perspective, there 
will typically be a number of supplies being made 
between the parties.  Each will need to be treated 
separately and VAT applied where appropriate.  This 
needs to be provided for in the agreements and 
careful implementation is key. 

Worldwide procurement 

Utilising existing relationships built up through 
overseas companies can make sense when sourcing 
goods within a corporate group.  However, care needs 
to be taken when procuring within the EU.  For 
example, a Dubai company may find itself liable to 
VAT registration if it arranges supplies of goods within 
the EU on behalf of its UK sister company.  Failing to 
do so may result in stiff penalties. 

VAT on sub-contractor costs  

Many businesses prefer, for commercial reasons, to 
arrange travel and accommodation centrally for all 
their personnel.  VAT incurred on such costs for 
employees is recoverable by the business subject to 
the normal rules.  The position is not always so clear, 
however, where sub-contractors are involved as they 
are technically separate entities from the engaging 
business. HMRC's policy has changed over the years 
following VAT Tribunal cases and VAT recovery is 
allowed for costs relating to sub-contractors but only 
if certain conditions are met.  There are potential 
scenarios where meeting the conditions may be 
questionable so we would urge businesses to take 
care in maximising their VAT reclaim. 
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Aubin, an independent supplier of 
specialist chemicals to the energy 
industry, has received a growth 
capital investment of £2.25 million 
from investor Business Growth Fund, 
established to help the UK’s growing 
small and medium-sized businesses.

Aubin supplies chemicals and 
compounds to the subsea industry, 
specialising in innovative and efficient 
solutions for buoyancy as well as 
pipeline cleaning and repair. The 
investment will assist Aubin in further 
research and development of its 
patented gel products, including 
DeepBuoy, and with its international 
expansion plans.

IFB has agreed contracts worth £32,000 
with two Aberdeen companies to provide 
Workplace Recovery (WPR) services.

Chartered accounting firm, Anderson, 
Anderson and Brown LLP has signed a 
12 month contract, worth nearly £10,000 
and taken 12 seats within the WPR suite. A 
£23,000 contract has also been signed by 
an oil and gas service provider which has 
taken 52 seats.

IFB’s WPR services were launched in 
July 2012 to provide businesses with an 
alternative location for their operations, 
should their premises become inaccessible. 
Their WPR suite is located in Aberdeen’s 
Altens area and connected to IFB’s Data 
Centre.

Graeme Gordon, CEO of IFB, said: “For 
both companies, it’s essential that they can 
continue to function, even when things 
go wrong. By taking seats within our 
Workplace Recovery suite, they have the 
ability to be back up and running within 
four hours, should their business be hit by 
a power outage or worse.”

Carbon Financial Partners has been 
named “Investment Adviser of the Year,” 
at the Professional Adviser Awards 2013 
which celebrate the very best of the UK 
financial advice industry.

Carbon’s Managing Director, Gordon 
Wilson was presented the award by 
Jo Brand comedienne and host for the 
evening at London’s Hilton Park Lane. 
Gordon said: “Our approach to investment 
has been highly successful and is quite 
different to that of our competitors. The 
process is thorough, based on academic 
research and it focuses on maximising 
client returns through minimising cost 
and only taking risks that have been 
proven to be worth taking.”

Carbon’s Aberdeen based financial 
planner, Paul Gibson, recently won the FT 
Money Management “Retirement Planner 
of the Year 2012” and “WRAP Platform 
Planner of the Year 2012” awards. 

Carbon Financial Partners Limited has 
offices in Aberdeen, Perth and Edinburgh. 

Burness Paull & Williamsons has been 
appointed to the new Government 
Procurement Service Legal Services
Framework Agreement.

The Framework Agreement allows appointed 
firms to act on behalf of the whole public 
sector, including Whitehall departments, 
devolved powers, non-departmental public 
bodies, schools, local authorities and third 
sector organisations. It has been designed to 
cover higher value work.

The agreement is UK wide and follows a 
competitive tendering process, implemented 
by the Government Procurement Service 
in conjunction with the Government Legal 
Service.

Of eight sub-panels, the firm has won a place 

on the general corporate panel and the 
new general litigation and legal services 
panel, both of which are areas of major 
strength for Burness Paull.

Chairman Philip Rodney said: “To be 
appointed to the GPS legal panel marks 
a huge achievement for Burness Paull. 
To be selected as part of this ‘super 
panel’ is testament to the expertise of 
our people and recognises our excellent 
credentials in public sector work.”

Work is underway to review Aberdeen 
City Council’s Local Development Plan, 
which sets out how Aberdeen should 
change and what it could be like in the 
future.

It says what type of development should 
take place where, and which areas should 
not be developed. It sets out the best 
locations for new homes and businesses 
and protects places of value to people or 
wildlife.

The plan also helps development to take 
place quickly by describing how any 
new or improved facilities, such as roads, 
schools and parks will be provided.

The first stage in the process is for the 
development plan team to consult 
with the local community, business 
community and key stakeholders to find 
out what the main planning issues in 
Aberdeen are likely to be over the coming 
years. The consultation will begin on 15 
April and will end on 14 June 2013. During 
the consultation, eight public events will 
be held across the city to provide more 
information and provide an opportunity 
to discuss the issues that are important 
for the future of Aberdeen.

The public events will be held in 
the following locations: Kingswells 
Community Centre, 15 April, 7-9 pm; 
Bucksburn Academy, 17 April, 7-9 pm; 
Marischal College, 18 April, 7-9 pm; Cults 
Academy, 22 April, 7-9 pm; Northfield 
Academy, 23 April, 7-9 pm; Hazlehead 
Academy, 24 April, 7-9 pm; Altens 
Community Centre; 25 April, 7-9 pm; and 
Bridge of Don Academy, 29 April, 7-9 pm.

There will also be a drop-in session in 
Marischal College on 18 April between 
12 noon and 5.30 pm for anyone who 
cannot make an evening event.

Further information and updates on 
the development plan review will be 
available on www.aberdeencity.gov.
uk/localdevelopmentplan and the @
AberdeenLDP Twitter feed.

Simon Munro, BGF and 
Paddy Collins, Aubin

Top adviser award

IFB contract wins

Gordon Wilson (centre) of 
Carbon Financial Partners

Aubin investment

Government 
business

City development 
plan reviewed
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John Humphrys, anchor on the BBC 
Radio 4 Today programme for more 
than quarter of a century, is to be the 
keynote speaker at the Northsound 
Radio Business Dinner on November 
14.

The journalist who has been described 
as “a national treasure” also presents 
On the Ropes and BBC2’s long-running 
Mastermind quiz.

Shortlisted for “Best In-House Event” 
at the 2012 Scottish Event Awards, 
The Northsound Radio Business 
Dinner is a well-established diary date 
on the professional social calendar 
in Aberdeen and has attracted high-
profile speakers such as Jon Culshaw 
(2012), Nick Hewer (2011), Alastair 
Campbell (2010), Michelle Mone 
(2009), Former Deputy Prime Minister 
John Prescott (2008) and PR Guru 
Max Clifford (2007) in previous years.

Aberdeen-based Hampton Associates 
has reported its most successful year 
ever.

The branding and digital agency 
achieved its largest ever turnover of 
£1.2million in the last 12 months, a 20% 
growth on the previous year.

The award-wining agency has also 
announced a raft of new business wins 
with organisations in oil and gas, food 
and drink, retail and leisure, totalling 
£300,000 in the last few months. 

Hampton Associates, which now 
employs 16 people, has secured 
contracts with KCA Deutag, Pentagon 

Freight Services, Mackie’s of Scotland, 
Signature Menswear, Paul Lawrie & 
Stephen Gallagher professional golfers 
amongst others.  

To support the growth, the company 
has created a new account director 
position. Debbie Taylor joins Hampton 
Associates with more than 20 years’ 
marketing experience gained in both 
agency and in-house roles.

A partner in one of the world’s oldest 
companies, Aberdeen-based Shore 
Porters Society, has been appointed 
chairman of the Scottish branch of the 
British Association of Removers (BAR).
Kevin Brown will hold the position for a 
minimum of two years.

“The Shore Porters Society has been a 
member of BAR for a number of years 
and I’m looking forward to continuing 
its development and enabling it to 
be at the forefront of maintaining 
professional standards within the 
removals industry, which will of course 
be to the benefit of its members and 
their customers,” he said.

The British Association of Removers is 
the recognised voice of the professional 
removals industry and is dedicated 
to promoting professional excellence 
and maintaining standards within this 
sector.

A city-wide Fairtrade pledge scheme 
has been launched in Aberdeen to 
encourage businesses, workplaces 
and community groups to outline their 
commitment to Fairtrade.

Grampian Fire and Rescue Service 
was the first to sign up to the scheme, 
which provides certification to local 
Fairtrade supporters.

The pledge scheme will provide 
recognition and certification for the 
many workplaces, retailers, catering 
establishments and community 
organisations supporting Fairtrade 
in Aberdeen.  It acknowledges the 
important role this work plays in 
ensuring that farmers and workers in 
developing countries get a fair deal for 
their products.

To take part businesses and 
organisations simply need complete 
a short online form. Providing or 
selling Fairtrade products, promoting 
Fairtrade to staff or displaying 
Fairtrade promotional material are just 
some of the ways that city businesses 
and organisation can participate in the 
pledge scheme. 

To find out more about how to make 
a pledge email ecocity@aberdeencity.
gov.uk.

A development programme ranging from 
a road safety initiative to energy efficiency 
measures is underway at the Grampian 
Transport Museum at Alford, thanks to 
financial support from BP.

The company has donated £20,000 
to help the museum introduce a series 
of programmes and activities aimed 
specifically at children and young people. 
In addition to the driving initiatives, they 
include increasing the number of projects 
at the museum’s Young Engineers Club and 
using the museum’s Collections Centre 
as a venue for skills training workshops 
and hosting school visits. The museum 
will also work with Aberdeenshire Council 
to support the authority’s Curriculum for 
Excellence.

The road safety project will work with a 
range of partners to develop a road safety 
facility, including use of its road circuit, 
which can be used by schools and driving 
schools.

John Humphrys

Humphrys to 
address dinner

Busiest ever year

Kevin Brown, Shore Porters Society

Brown moving up

City fairtrade 
scheme

BP backs 
museum initiative

Young engineer Nicholas Webb (16) works 
on a miniature Alchin Traction Engine
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A programme which has helped thousands 
of school pupils across the UK find the right 
career path, and which could help tackle 
local skills shortages in the oil and gas sector, 
is being jointly piloted in North-east Scotland 
by Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire 
Councils with support from BP.

Career Academies UK, a business led charity 
which is supported nationally by BP, helps 
raise pupils’ aspirations and bridges the 
gap between education and work by giving 
them access to real experience of the world 
of work through a structured two-year 
programme. 

The Career Academy model allows 
participating schools to respond to the 
particular needs of their local community. 
The principle focus of the programme in 
this area is on the STEM subjects which will 
create an opportunity to raise awareness of 
career options in the oil and gas sector and 
support the development of a potential pool 
of home-based talent to address some of 
the skills shortage issues.

Five schools – Gordon Schools Huntly, 
Peterhead and Portlethen Academies in 
Aberdeenshire and Oldmachar and Kincorth 
Academies in Aberdeen - are taking part in 
the pilot with more schools anticipated to 
join next year.

Over the course of the two years 10 pupils 
from each school who have been identified 
as having great potential and are currently 
“middle academic” pupils will benefit 
from mentoring, motivational lectures and 
workshops with Partners in Business such 
as BP. They will also have a five-week paid 
internship.

In many cases the Career Academy will 
support youngsters from areas where there 
is limited family history of higher education, 
little awareness of career options or a limited 
network of support to help them achieve 
their goals.

The strength of Aberdeen’s office market 
was clear after eight bids were lodged 
by a closing date for a prime West End 
property, three of which exceeded £1.7 
million.

The 4,000 sq ft three storey detached 
townhouse at 18 Carden Place was owned 
by partners in legal firm Esslemont 
Cameron Gauld which merged last July 
with Ledingham Chalmers LLP.

Property consultants FG Burnett, 
who handled the sale on behalf of the 
partners, said the price achieved was 
indicative of the high demand for office 
accommodation in Aberdeen’s sought 
after West End business district.

FG Burnett associate, Dan Smith, said: “It 
is not often an entire townhouse in the 
West End comes on the market and the 
number of competing bids received and 
the price achieved reflected this.

“The level of bids received underlines 
that Aberdeen continues to outperform 
other regions by some margin when it 
comes to the supply and demand for 
office premises in a prime location.”

Aberdeen businesses and the local 
authority have teamed up to respond 
to an appeal by police to help improve 
visibility in an area popular with visitors 
enjoying the city centre’s nightlife.

Concerns over the strength of streetlights 
on Windmill Brae prompted Grampian 
Police to call for action to improve the 
situation and the force turned to partners 
in a drive to enhance safety.

Aberdeen Inspired, representing 
members of the city’s Business 
Improvement District, has pledged to 
provide £10,000 to upgrade the existing 
lights and bring them up to a suitable 
standard. Levy payers contribute to 
Aberdeen Inspired through business 
rates with money used to fund projects 
in the zone.

The current streetlights on Windmill 
Brae, which is home to restaurants, 
nightclubs and entertainment venues, 
meet local authority guidelines. However, 
community safety partners believe that 
public safety will be enhanced through 
increased lighting levels.

In addition to the investment from 
Aberdeen Inspired, Aberdeen City 
Council has pledged to provide £10,000 
of match funding. 

Change management specialist Jonathan 
Burton Consulting has developed a new 
cultural maturity service to help clients 
assess their organisational culture and 
what changes they need to make to 
improve performance.

This new approach quickly assesses 
the way things are done in clients’ 
businesses and identifies what should 
be done to ensure sustainable business 
performance.

It diagnoses several key areas within 
businesses and uses evidence to 
determine cultural maturity within a five-
stage framework.

JBC specialises in turning around 
companies, identifying and implementing 
ways of changing culture and behaviour 
and assisting businesses undergoing 
mergers and acquisitions.

The cultural maturity approach enables 
organisations to determine where they 
sit on the cultural maturity ladder, as well 
as allowing them to understand what 
they need to do to reach the next level 
of sustainable performance maturity and 
to compare and benchmark themselves 
against other organisations in any sector.
Steve Marples, Director at JBC, said: 
“Having a strong culture within your 
business can be the difference between 
success and failure and sometimes 
when companies are going through a 
significant period of change, this can be 
overlooked. 

“Using our collective experience, we have 
developed this tool to help clients to 
break down their business to see where 
their strengths and weaknesses lie so 
that sustainable changes can be made 
to create a culture that will ultimately 
improve profitability.”

Oldmachar Academy pupils Holly Coutts 
and Calvin Kennedy visit BP North Sea HQ 
with Isobel Maughan, Career Academies UK 

Regional Manager, North East Scotland

Pilot project to roll 
out in NE

High demand

Better visibility

Jonathan Burton (left) 
with fellow director Steve Marples

Culture change
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DANNY Alexander, Chief Secretary to the Treasury, has 
urged Chamber members to make their views known on 
Scottish Independence. 

The Liberal Democrat MP for Nairn, Badenoch and 
Strathspey with a key role in the UK Government recently 
visited the Chamber and highlighted some of the reasons he 
opposes Scottish independence.

However the “Better Together” campaigner said: “Whichever 
side of the argument members are on they should make 
their views known.  This is a huge decision and it is a decision 
which we will only take once as a country.

“It’s a decision which will affect every individual and every 
business in Aberdeen and Grampian for decades to come 
and I think it’s very important that everybody has their say 
in that debate. In a sense it’s a debate that is much more 
important than politics. It’s about what happens not just in 
the next five years but what happens to our children and our 
grandchildren and the voice of business, and particularly the 
oil and gas industry, is going to be an important part of that 
debate.”

In an interview with Business Bulletin he outlined the 
government’s growth strategy and stressed his commitment 
to maximising recovery of oil and gas from the North Sea.

“We have two big challenges as a country,” he said. “We 
have to sort out the massive financial problems which, as 
a government, we inherited from our predecessors and we 
have to support the private sector to lead the economic 
recovery and to build a more sustainable and balanced 

picture of economic growth right across the UK.

“One of the legitimate criticisms of what’s gone before is 
a sort of obsessive focus on financial services in the City 
of London whereas what we actually need is a much more 
balanced and diverse economy and clearly the North-east 
of Scotland is one of the strongest and most successful 
areas in the whole UK economy.

“I am very interested to meet Chamber members and hear 
what they have to say both about what makes this area so 
successful but also what more we can do to help it succeed 
further in the future.”

He said key elements on which the government was 
focussed to support businesses included infrastructure, 
skills and taxation.

“The energy sector - both oil and gas now and renewables 
in the future - is a hugely important economic driver for this 
country and particularly for this part of the country.

“I think a number of the tax changes we have made recently, 
particularly the certainty about decommissioning relief for 
the oil industry and the specific new fuel allowances which 
we have announced in the last couple of years, have really 
helped to fuel the miniboom that the North Sea is enjoying 
at  the moment.

“We have a shared interest as a government, a business 
community and a country to get the maximum we can from 
that fantastic natural resource that is the North Sea.”
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He defended the windfall tax in the 2011 Budget which was 
unexpected and fiercely condemned by the industry and 
said: “I hope that the overall tax environment we have now 
put in place is one that is really encouraging to businesses 
which are seeking to invest and to get every last drop out 
of our basin.

“We have a good, strong, stable tax regime for the North 
Sea and we want to continue that. There was a shock a 
couple of years ago but actually 
what we have been able to do 
with decommissioning and field 
allowances, with that tax rise still 
in place, shows that the overall 
tax environment is better for 
investment and also the Exchequer 
is getting a decent return.

“Obviously from the Government’s 
point of view, with the substantial 
issue in our public finances at the moment and the huge 
deficit we inherited and which we are reducing over time, 
maximising our tax revenues and maximising investment go 
together.

“There has been very good discussion and dialogue and 
partnership between the Government and oil and gas 
sector over the last couple of years which has led to some 
really significant reforms and I certainly understand the 
importance of stability to ensuring that investment carries 
on in the future.”

He said the skills and experience built up in the North-
east would be vitally important as the renewables sector 
expanded.

“Over the last 12 months the UK government has made a 
number of significant policy announcements to try to create 
certainty and stability for investment in the renewables 
sector. These should all combine to encourage large-scale 
investment.

“I’m a Highland MP I think the Highlands has a big role to play 
in that and I think the economy of North-east of Scotland 
has a big role to play too.”

He said companies had made the perfectly reasonable 
point that they wanted a certain, stable environment which

 allowed them to plan ahead with confidence.

Government Ministers were now talking to some of those 
investors and saying “you’ve now got the framework 
of stability and we want to work with you to bring that 
investment forward because as a country we needed to 
keep the lights on.”

Mr Alexander said that linked directly to the independence 
debate.

“Much of the case the SNP makes 
for independence is based on the 
North Sea oil revenues but it’s a very 
unsound basis on which to make an 
argument.

“Whether we like it or not the North 
Sea is a declining resource over 
the next few decades – although 

we need to make it last as long as possible – but all the 
forecasts are showing significant decline in oil revenues over 
the course of the rest of this decade and if you base the 
case for independence on that you are actually building in 
bigger fiscal problems in the future.

“You are basing your case on a very volatile revenue source. 
Oil revenues are 1% to 2% of UK tax revenues so that the 
volatility can be absorbed within a much larger economy. In 
Scotland it would be 10% to 20% of revenue so it would be 
much harder to absorb the volatility.

“Added to that are the demographic pressures in Scotland 
with an ageing population and fewer working age people 
to support the older generation, and that problem is more 
acute in Scotland that it is in the rest of the UK.

“So you have a double whammy– declining revenues on the 
one hand and accelerating costs of an ageing population on 
the other. That means that whatever the statistics for last 
year or the year before might show, those who argue for 
independence would be facing massive fiscal pressures from 
day one as well as the business and economic uncertainties 
caused by having different regulatory regimes, different tax 
regimes and extra costs because you have built a border 
between Scotland and England.”

Mr Alexander had little comfort for those who believe the level 
of Air Passenger Duty is damaging to the North-east economy.

“My message is a fairly blunt one,” he said. “I don’t have 
lots of money in the kitty to cut taxes all over the place. 
The revenues from Air Passenger Duty are important and 
we will obviously consider the arguments being made but 
my priority in government has been to reduce income tax, 
particularly for basic rate taxpayers and I think that’s a better 
priority than the APD idea.”

He said alongside the problems in the Eurozone the 
consequences of the financial crisis for access to finance 
had been one of the things holding our economy back and a 
number of initiatives were underway to ease that.

The Funding for Lending scheme with the Bank of England 
was feeding through into cheaper credit for businesses, 
although it had not yet been reflected in the volume of loans 
available. 

The Business Bank will open its doors this year and many of 
the government interventions were about trying to stimulate 
channels, other than banks, for finance. 

“I am very interested to meet 
Chamber members and hear what 
they have to say both about what 
makes this area so successful but 
also what more we can do to help 
it succeed further in the future.”
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The Chamber will be holding a business breakfast on the 
people driving growth theme during North East Business 
Week 2013 later this month.

The “people driving growth” breakfast on 24 April at the 
Thistle Airport Hotel will then explore the fundamental role 
that people and skills play in successful businesses.

Alfie Cheyne of ACE Winches will explain the company’s founding 
principle of securing a long term future for its employees and 
families remains a cornerstone of its strategy and key to its success. 
Rob Holder of John Lewis Aberdeen will talk about how the 
business encourages its partners to own success, how they invest 
in people, the realities of working within the partnership and some 
of the success stories. He will also discuss how the business model 
lends itself to addressing challenges in the commercial world.

James Bream from the Chamber will also deliver the initial findings 
of research conducted during NEBW which will cover a variety 
of issues including skills, recruitment and retention, learning and 
development. He will also consider the potential for greater links 
between the education/academic and business communities.

Also, as part of the North East Business Week, the “investing in 
tomorrow’s workforce” event on 23 April at the Marcliffe Hotel 
& Spa will focus on a pilot project in Aberdeen schools which 
aims to equip leavers with better skills to enter the world of 
work.

Aberdeen City Council is establishing a pilot scheme which will 
initially involve Bridge of Don Academy, St Machar Academy and 
Oldmachar Academy which aims to encourage pupils to study skills 
for work courses, either within their own school or at Aberdeen 
College. These courses should equip pupils with skills and experience 
to assist them in gaining employment or securing a college place.

Paul Sherrington, principal of Banff and Buchan College will provide an 
insight into the range of skills for work courses on offer at Aberdeen 
College and the benefits they provide. Stewart Spence, owner of the 
Marcliffe Hotel and Spa, will discuss his experiences of being involved 
in mentoring and work placement visits for school pupils.

Both breakfasts can be booked via the Chamber’s www.agcc.
co.uk website. Full details of the NEBW programme can be 
found on its www.northeastbusinessweek.co.uk website.

Members recently met with Chief Secretary to the Treasury, 
Danny Alexander MP, at the Chamber and raised a number of 
issues with him, including Air Passenger Duty, transport and 
links to Heathrow Airport, the Energy Bill, supporting the retail 
sector, and public spending and taxation.

Mr Alexander is keen to maintain the dialogue with the 
Chamber, so the policy team will follow up on a number of 
these fronts in the coming weeks.

After responding to the Department for Business, Innovation 
and Skills (BIS) call for industry views on the draft oil and gas 
sector strategy, the Chamber was pleased to welcome Rob 
Lally from BIS to address the energy network steering group.  
Members were clear that the strategy should contain ambitious 
proposals to support the sector so that innovation and activity 
can continue. We now await publication of the draft strategy 
and will engage with members to inform the Chamber’s final 
submission to the consultation.

Further ministerial and political visits will take place in the 
coming months. Members are best placed to articulate 
business concerns and suggestions, so the policy team is keen 
to engage as many members as possible in these sessions. 
In addition, the team would also be pleased to hear from 
members with suggestions of who they would like to see at the 
Chamber. Any suggestions can be put to the policy executive, 
Rachel Elliott, at rachel.elliott@agcc.co.uk.

In the past month, there have been debates in the Scottish Parliament 
on local government finance and capital projects. The policy team 
issued briefings for these debates that were used by local MSPs to 
inform their contributions. In the coming weeks, the policy team will 
meet with Kevin Stewart MSP and Lewis Macdonald MSP as the 
Chamber builds up its working relationships with local politicians. 
These relationships will be essential to ensuring that members’ views 
are at the heart of all local politicians’ decision making.

The Chamber also submitted a response to VisitScotland’s 
draft tourism development plan. The response stressed that 
the plan should be accurate across the whole of Scotland to 
maximise confidence and buy-in from the tourism industry and 
wider stakeholders. It also stressed that the projects identified 
within the plan should be deliverable and based on existing 
regional activity. The Chamber has offered VisitScotland the 
opportunity to engage with members ahead of publication of 
the finalised plan and will update members on progress.

In the coming weeks the Chamber will be submitting responses to 
the current consultations on restricting night flights to and from 
London  airports and the proposal from the Scottish Government 
to create a Scottish food body. Members are encouraged to feed 
in their views on these consultations to the policy team.

Following on from the Chamber’s submission during February 
to the Scottish Government on business rates, the Chamber 
wrote to local MPs urging them to support efforts to stop the 
postponement of the next revaluation. While members will 
be aware that responsibility for the business rates system in 
Scotland lies with the Scottish Government, they have made a 
commitment to mirror the system in England and Wales. This 
means that whatever decisions are made by the UK Government 
on business rates will be followed by the Scottish Government.

Anne Begg MP and Malcolm Bruce MP have subsequently 
written to ministers raising concerns on the Chamber’s behalf. 
We hope our views, which are mirrored by other business 
organisations across the country, are taken into consideration 
by ministers at Westminster and Holyrood.

The policy team is responsible for ensuring the views of members 
are represented in our links with Scottish Chambers of Commerce 
and British Chambers of Commerce and is regularly approached 
by the staff in Glasgow and London who are keen to get a North-
east perspective on current issues. In March, Chamber member 
Appetite for Learning gained significant coverage in the national 
press after responding to one of our appeals on twitter in relation 
to flexible working, which had come from BCC. 

The policy agenda

North East Business Week
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In the coming months, BCC is keen for Chamber members to 
feed-in their views in relation to the UK Government’s review 
of EU competences, so the team will be contacting members 
with a specific interest in European issues.

To keep up to date with Chamber news and views follow @
chambertalk on twitter.

The Chamber is introducing a range of enhancements to its 
export documentation service this year, including the option 
to pay online and a new Letters of Credit service.

From 1 April customers will be prompted to choose either 
pay by invoice or credit card for the online processing 
of export documents in Tradecert. The online payment 
option will reduce both the quantity of paper invoices, 
administration and related processing at both ends of the 
transaction. There will be no additional cost. This option also 
supports the Chamber’s policy of requiring all small value 
transactions (less than £100) to be settled by credit card 
unless there is a long-standing credit arrangement.

Following the Chamber’s survey of members in October 
2012, it now offers a local Letters of Credit service that will 
assist customers in getting paid. Customers said that one 
of the greatest and most costly frustrations was letter of 
credit documentation being rejected when presented. The 
Chamber’s trained staff will help customers get it right first 
time and reduce the incidence of rejections. This service is 
available now, either in full or as a checking only service, 
so please let the Chamber know if you need assistance by 
contacting Lorraine Neish, export documentation team 
leader, on lorraine.neish@agcc.co.uk.

Working with the British Chambers of Commerce (BCC) 
International Trade Team, the Chamber is introducing an 
accreditation element to its training courses on Export 
Documentation. Instead of delegates leaving with a certificate 
of attendance, each course will end with a short assessment 
that should lead to the award of a certificate of competence 
from the BCC. Certificates are broadly equivalent to a NVQ 
level 2. Delegates will be able to choose from a range of topics 
including: Export Documentation; Letters of Credit; Import 
Procedures; Introduction to Exporting; Incoterms 2010 and 
Methods of Payment. Assessments are not mandatory and 
not for everyone but for those staff looking to build credits 
on their CPD/PDP the Chamber recognises that certificates 
of competence will be more desirable than certificates of 
attendance. For delegates who have already been on our 
courses, the Chamber is planning to offer a bespoke series 
of refresher courses to allow them to achieve certificates at 
a lesser cost.

Further details will follow but if you wish to discuss current 
or future training needs please contact our training team 
leader, Susan Staniforth, on susan.staniforth@agcc.co.uk or 
01224 343917.

It’s the nation’s pride and joy, but there’s 
no denying that the NHS is feeling 
the pressure as it moves closer to its 
ambitious savings target of £20 billion 
by 2015. And, as a result, the health service that we’ve all come to 
rely on for easy access to healthcare and treatment has changed. 

But according to a report by the National Audit Office (NAO), 
the biggest shake-ups could be yet to come. 

The report found that the NHS had managed to achieve virtually 
all of its forecast £5.9 billion of savings in 2011-12, but that the 
successful start was due to the ‘easiest savings’ being made 
first. The report also found that many Trusts had placed tighter 
restrictions on who can access services with some making 
patients wait longer for operations such as cataract surgery.

Professor John Appleby, Chief Economist at the King’s Fund 
said: “Efficiencies will become harder to deliver, as one-off 
savings such as cuts in management costs start to slow.

“Major reconfigurations of services are needed to improve the 
quality of care and increase financial sustainability.” 

Not-for-profit health insurance company, Westfield Health 
– which provides the Chamber Primary Healthcare Plan, has 
always existed to complement the NHS.

Executive Director Paul Shires believes that as the pressure on the health 
service increases and people need to find alternative ways of accessing 
and paying for their healthcare, this role will only increase in importance.

Paul said: “As the NHS continues to deal with the pressures 
facing it, front line services will undoubtedly take some of the 
blow. In 2012 we saw waiting lists for some surgical procedures 
rise and as we move closer to the NHS’s savings target deadline 
of 2015, this trend is likely to continue. 

“People will need to find alternative ways to access healthcare 
services and treatments, and ways to cover the cost if required.”

In 2012 Westfield Health introduced numerous new products 
and services to help its policy holders access healthcare as and 
when they need it. Hospital Treatment Insurance, launched in 
April, enables employees to access private surgery and medical 
treatments for non-life-threatening conditions, such as hernia 
removal, cataracts surgery and knee replacements.

Hospital Treatment Insurance is available to all members of Aberdeen & 
Grampian Chamber of Commerce with five or more employees, either 
as a standalone product or, for more comprehensive cover, it can be 
used in conjunction with Westfield’s Chamber Primary Health Plan. 

In June 2012, the health insurance provider also unveiled Best Doctors 
– an expert second medical opinion service, and enhanced the 
Doctorline™ service to include a webcam consultation facility, allowing 
policyholders to speak with a GP via webcam Monday to Friday. Both 
are also available on the Chamber Primary Healthcare Plan. 

For more information about the Chamber Plan, visit www.
westfieldhealth.com/chamber or call 0845 602 1629, available 
8am to 6pm, Monday to Friday.

Export documentation 
enhancements

Focus on Members’ Benefits
This month we focus on Westfield Health, a not for profit health 
insurance company which provides the Chamber primary 
healthcare plan. 

Easing the pressure

Credit card payments

Letters of Credit service

Accredited training courses in Export 
Documentation
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Sparrows Group has announced 
several major contracts totalling more 
than £190million.

The Aberdeen head-quartered 
specialist in offshore lifting and 
mechanical handling services to the oil 
and gas industry has signed the new 
deals within the last 90 days. These 
awards will secure 134 existing jobs on 
and offshore while 54 new positions 
have already been created with more 
expected to follow.

The contracts are with Shell, CNR, 
ConocoPhillips, Perenco and Wood 
Group in the North Sea. Sparrows has 
also signed or renewed agreements 
to work with BP in Angola and CNR 
in Gabon and Cote d’Ivoire. The 
European and African contracts, 
worth a combined £150million, will be 
managed from Sparrows operating 
base in Aberdeen.

The company has also won orders 
and contracts worth an additional £40 
million in the USA, Middle East and Asia.

Aberdeen IT specialist Skibo 
Technologies Ltd has won new 
business estimated to be worth more 
than £150,000 over the next 12 months. 
Three additional contracts have been 
secured since the start of the year, 
putting the independent services

company on course to achieve a 
turnover of £2 million for 2012/2013.

The new contracts are to supply a range 
of hardware projects and ongoing IT 
support and are with Baxters Food 
Group, Enterprise North East Trust and 
Oil & Gas UK.

Skibo Technologies sales and 
marketing manager Holly Paterson 
said: “We believe that the raft of new 
business wins, in addition to a number 
of contract renewals with existing 
clients, has put us on course to achieve 
a turnover approaching £2 million in 
this financial year.

“The success can be attributed to the 
growth in support service contracts, 
but also to the increased interest from 
business in utilising our full range of 
services.” 

Keenan Recycling, based at New 
Deer in Aberdeenshire, has invested 
£250,000 in new lorries to strengthen 
its specialist food waste collection 
service.

The company, which transforms food 
and garden waste into compost, 
currently has three food waste lorries 
and has invested in two new vehicles.

Managing director of Keenan 
Recycling, Grant Keenan, said: “The 
investment will allow us to collect an 
additional 80 tonnes of food waste 
per week and comes at an important 
time as businesses prepare for new 
regulations.” 

BP has signed a £25 million lease with 
Aberdeen Harbour Board which will 
extend its presence at the port for a 
further 10 years.   

BP will continue to lease its Albert Quay 
base from Aberdeen Harbour for the 
next decade to support its operations 
in the North Sea and West of Shetland. 
With activity forecast to increase at the 
base the company has also elected to 
expand the area it will occupy.

Aberdeen Harbour chief executive, Colin 
Parker, said:  “We welcome this very 
strong commitment by BP to the port 
and the very clear message it sends out 
regarding the longevity of the region’s 
oil and gas industry.”

Aberdeen Exhibition and Conference 
Centre has appointed DB Event 
Networks as the new Wi-Fi and event 
internet service provider for the Centre.

The company will install a scalable 
hardwired and Wi-Fi network which 
will cover the entire Venue, and will 
be extendable into the temporary 
structures which are used at the larger 
shows - such as Offshore Europe.

As part of this new service, all those 
coming into the AECC will be able to 
access free Wi-Fi in the Centre’s Café 
Concourse.

The ASCO Group has entered a 
cooperation agreement with Brazilian 
logistics company LLX to support 
the development of Brazil’s new port, 
Acu Superport – just North of Rio De 
Janeiro.

The Superport is estimated to be 
a $2.5bn investment and has been 
designed to handle 350 million 
tonnes a year of exports and imports, 
particularly oil and gas, and will 
rank among the three largest port 
complexes in the world.  

The port is in Sao Joao da Barra, 
close to the area responsible for 85% 
of Brazil’s oil and gas production, and 
ASCO has been invited to design and 
operate facilities.

The port is due to be operational in 
the first half of 2014, it is expected 
that ASCO will also develop other 
businesses within the complex directly 
linked to the oil and gas logistics sector.

Major contract 
wins for Sparrows

Doug Sedge, Sparrows

It's time to activ8 your business: 
online HR tools to improve your 
business efficiency. www.activpayroll.com

New business for 
Skibo

Fleet investment

BP harbour lease

AECC wireless

ASCO in Brazil
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Research and 
development
Making the numbers work for you

WHILE national businesses are continually creating 
innovative, world-beating products and spending staggering 
amounts on developing new technologies, they are missing 
out on an estimated £1 billion a year which they are entitled 
to claim in research and development tax credits.

These credits, which apply to enterprises which create new 
and more efficient ways of doing things, were designed 
by the government to stimulate innovative activity in 
manufacturing and technology to maintain the UK’s world 
lead in many sectors.

Jumpstart has the UK’s largest concentration of technical 
analysts, typically qualified to PhD level. Its hybrid analysts 
have the unusual combination of technical expertise 
combined with a comprehensive understanding of complex 
R&D tax credit legislation.

Brian Williamson, director of Jumpstart, said: “The £1 billion 
figure is, in fact, conservative since it is based on current 
successful R&D tax credit applications to HMRC. However 
the level of claim is increasing by up to 30% each year, so 
the headline figure will increase proportionally. You would 
be amazed at the number of companies in the UK with 
particular strengths in ICT, software and digital media, oil and 
gas, engineering aerospace and defence, pharmaceuticals, 
life sciences and health which will have eligibility within their 
technical processes under existing R&D tax credit schemes.

“The financial benefit is on the table and it makes sense 
to take advantage of it. The trouble is that many of these 
companies have people who are technically brilliant but may 
not have a clear grasp of the requirements of the legislation. 
That is where Jumpstart comes in.”

Jumpstart, which has a 98.6% success rate in HMRC claims, 
is focused solely on presenting detailed, accurate and 
compliant submissions to HMRC.

It employs teams with the scientific and technical knowledge 
to identify and justify eligible projects for R&D submission. 
It deals directly with the staff involved in development to 
extract the relevant information which explains 
why the project meets HMRC criteria for eligibility.

After refining its report in conjunction with key staff, it 
creates a comprehensive financial schedule which allows 
HMRC to see exactly how the total claimed is broken down 
and justified. While staff costs comprise a large proportion 
of a claim, there are many other expenses, such as software, 
raw materials and in some cases subcontractor costs, that 
can also be captured, ensuring companies claim all the R&D 
tax credits they’re entitled to.

After guiding the process through HMRC, dealing with any 
questions that may arise along the way, Jumpstart secures, 
almost without fail, a tax benefit for the company in the 
form of a payable cash credit, a tax rebate, or an enhanced 
deduction that can be set against future profits.

RESEARCH and development is integral to Paradigm Flow 
Services’ fast-evolving global business. The company, which 
detects, fixes and prevents subsea and topside blockages for 
the oil and gas industry, has brought a number of patented 
technologies to market since its formation in 2010. Its 
achievements have been recognised with a Northern Star 
Business Award for its commitment to innovative use of R&D.

Managing director Rob Bain said: “We are a technology driven 
company and R&D is what differentiates us from our competitors. 
We need to have unique capabilities and innovative technology 
to develop new solutions to help operators solve their problems.

“Against the backdrop of declining production and ageing 
infrastructure, the industry requires cost-effective technology 
to maintain the reliability and performance of its assets, and we 
always look to reduce the cost for the operator. As such, the 
funding of R&D also needs to be considered. We self-fund the 
majority of our R&D through revenue streams and every year 
we set aside a considerable budget for this. A total of £1 million 
was committed in 2012 with plans to increase that figure for this 
year. 

“Sometimes, we go to external bodies for funding support such as 
the Technology Strategy Board from which we recently secured a 
grant for a feasibility study for an emerging technology to prevent 

BRIAN WILLIAMSON, 
JUMPSTART

JUMPSTART is the SME market leader in the niche 
field of research and development (R & D)tax relief 
consultancy in the UK. It has joined forces with the 
Chamber to assist companies make successful claims 
for HMRC’s R&D tax credit programme.

Members are being offered a free 40 minute screening 
to determine eligibility which the company says 
“could be the most profitable 40 minutes you’ve ever 
spent.” 

For an appointment contact Cara Boag on 0131 240 
2900 quoting your membership number.

The innovative business
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blockages in subsea chemical umbilicals. The funding model we use 
depends on a number of factors such as the specific technology 
being developed, where the interest is coming from, development 
costs, and how quickly the technology needs to get to market. 

“Oil and gas companies understand that they require technology 
to unlock a lot of the answers to operational issues where previous 
technology may have failed, or it is not as effective going forward. 
Sometimes, we secure co-investment from operators when we are 
developing bespoke technologies for their particular solution.”

Another aspect which alters the funding model for Paradigm’s 
technology development is academic partnerships. In these 
cases, there may often be formal agreements in place to outline 
the financial inputs and outcomes. There may be different shares 
of interest which also affects the intellectual property rights as 
well as monetary aspects. However, in partnering R&D finance, it 
needs to be a win-win for all sides involved.

In its first year of business, Paradigm delivered more than £3 
million worth of sales to the global industry. The percentage of its 
business generated and directly attributable to innovation in 2012 
stands at 89.5%.

The company’s R&D strategy is based on building a successful 
team of leading pioneers to drive technology development 
forward led by a technology director who has secured seven 
patents for Paradigm’s innovations.

“We have a dedicated in-house engineering development team 
and around 20% of our workforce is directly involved with the 
company’s R&D activity,” continues Rob. “We also have an 
innovation scheme which encourages employees to come 
forward with fresh ideas for solutions. We also use feedback from 
operators to further enhance our service.”

Paradigm has seen strong and sustained growth which has enabled 
significant investment into research and development. As a result of 
its success, the company has increased in size from five employees 
to 40 with ambitions to recruit 10 more staff in the coming year.

The accountant’s perspective

A NEW preferential tax regime known as Patent Box came 
into effect on 1 April as part of a government drive to stem 
the migration of companies registering IP overseas to 
benefit from more favourable tax rates on the resulting 
income.

Historically, the UK has had an unsympathetic tax 
system in terms of R&D with tax relief offered on capital 
expenditure rather than for company incentives to 
develop new technologies and processes. Ireland, for 
example, offers up to 25% tax relief on R&D revenue and 
capital expenditure and has a corporation tax rate in of 
12.5% for trading income from R&D.

To try to compete, the UK government announced plans in 
2010 to invest more than £200 million to create a network 
of Technology and Innovation Centres. The UK is home 
to less than 1% of the world’s population but its scientific 
community produces 8% of the world’s scientific papers 
and has over 80 Nobel prizes for scientific achievement. 

A strategic partnership between Jumpstart and 
independent chartered accountants Campbell Dallas is 
already helping companies tap into these resources has 
opened the door to a £50 million injection each year to 
the coffers of Aberdeen-based companies across a wide 
range of sectors.

The partnership will place Jumpstart’s guidance on R&D 
tax credits in front of Campbell Dallas’s extensive client 
portfolio

Brian Williamson, managing director at Jumpstart, said: 
“We have calculated in the past that in the region of 
£900m a year goes unclaimed in Scotland each year 
and, with the expertise of Campbell Dallas’s best-in-class 
tax and accountancy advice, we can confidently predict 
savings of £50 million in Aberdeen alone. 

“Combining our talents with that of Campbell Dallas is 
a marriage made in heaven. We perfectly complement 
each other. We see Aberdeen as a centre of technological 
development not only within Scotland but the UK and it is 
amazing to think that there is so much money left on the 
R&D tax credit table each year.”

Ian Williams, chairman of Campbell Dallas, said that 
assisting companies in the oil and gas industry with 
internationalisation was one of the motivating factors 
for setting up a specialist energy group within the UHY 
International accountancy network of which Campbell 
Dallas is the only Scottish member.

“Our international partners were particularly interested in 
our partnership with Jumpstart,” he said.

“Given this positive tax environment, Aberdeen is 
strategically placed to become a centre for innovation and 
R&D. Companies now have the opportunity to combine 
internationalisation through the UHY specialist energy 
group with the benefit of these tax structures to extend 
beyond Scotland to all mature and emerging oil and gas 
markets.”ROB BAIN, PARADIGM FLOW 

SERVICES
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The UK graduate scheme for FirstGroup, the leading 
transport operator in the UK and North America, has 
attracted 1,000 applications this year – a new record 
for the company. 
FirstGroup will begin its selection process in the 
coming weeks and from September, 15 graduates will 
begin working for the company across its bus and rail 
operations.

KCA Deutag has signed a contract with Perisai Petroleum 
Teknologi Bhd of Malaysia for the provision of drilling 
operations, management and maintenance services on 
the Perisai Pacific 101 jack-up. The agreement also calls 
for KCA Deutag to train, coach and mentor National 
Malaysian management and crews.
Perisai is an established Malaysian oil and gas company 
publicly listed on the Malaysian stock exchange. It owns 
various offshore vessels and facilities employed in the 
exploration, development and production phases of oil 
and gas fields in Malaysia and regionally.

Investors in People has acknowledged the positive 
work by North east based disability charity Inspire with 
an accreditation based on the charities ongoing staff 
development and training efforts.
Entier Limited, the Aberdeen-based contract catering 
and facilities management company has also received 
Investors in People accreditation.

RS Occupational Health has secured a contract with 
Highlands and Islands Enterprise.
The three-year contract is worth up to £40,000 over 
the three years and the company will provide services 
for approximately 270 staff in 14 locations as far afield 
as Argyll, Shetland and the Outer Hebrides. Delivery of 
services will be co-ordinated through RS Occupational 
Health’s Inverness clinic.

Dron & Dickson, specialists in design, supply and 
maintenance of hazardous area electrical equipment, 
has secured a major contract with SBM Offshore. 
The company will carry out electrical inspection and 
maintenance on SBM Offshore’s assets and will provide 
a team of 60 to service the operation, including a rope 
access team for high-level maintenance. The firm will 
also provide a dedicated engineering manager to 
oversee work being done in all regions.

Award-winning accessory and completion tool 
company Downhole Products has opened a new Asian 
HQ in Kuala Lumpur.
From there the Downhole Products team, supported by 
regional manager Alex MacGregor, looks after clients 
throughout the Asia Pacific region from Australia to 
Sakhalin.
The company also has staff in Perth, Australia and 
Brunei and plans to open offices in Vietnam and 
Indonesia this year.

For all  Members News please go to:
www.agcc.co.uk/membersnews

Send your news to 
business.bulletin@agcc.co.uk
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News in brief
NOF Energy, the business support organisation for oil, gas, 
nuclear and offshore renewables, has teamed up with The 
British Forces Resettlement Services (BFRS) to launch The 
Military2Energy Careers Service. 

The service, which is designed to introduce ex-servicemen 
and women into careers in the energy sector, offers NOF 
Energy members the opportunity to communicate with and 
recruit from BFRS’s Armed Forces community of more than 
14,000 skilled Service leavers.

NOF Energy and the BFRS are hosting their second 
Military2Energy Careers Event on 27 June 2013 in Catterick 
Garrison, North Yorkshire. 

The event, which is open to ex-military personnel and 
organisations in the energy sector, is a chance for energy 
sector supply chain employers to meet, network and 
potentially recruit from a network of highly skilled Armed 
Forces leavers interested in starting a career in the energy 
sector.

The event follows on from the inaugural Military2Energy 
Careers Day in 2012, which proved successful for a number 
of ex-service people and employers. 

The BFRS is a non-profit company working for the sole 
benefit of the Armed Forces community. It provides help, 
advice and support to more than 14,000 members of the 
Armed Forces, both past and present, and their families, 
throughout the transition from military to civilian life.

The Military2Energy Careers Service offers companies a 
constant influx of ex-servicemen and women for enrolment 
on training courses, opportunity to promote vacancies at 
any point and organises work trial placements with potential 
candidates through interaction with ex-military personnel 
at live and virtual career events and exhibitions, company 
listing on the BFRS website and inclusion in the BFRS 
newsletter. The service also provides organisations in the 
energy sector with a 12-month programme of support and 
multiple marketing opportunities to position their company 
as the employer of choice or leading training provider to the 
Armed Forces community. 

Joanne Leng MBE, director business development at 
NOF Energy, said: “The transferable skills of armed forces 
personnel make them perfect candidates for positions 
within the energy sector, with many possessing specialist 
engineering and technical skills in high demand from the 
sector.”

“The Military2Energy Careers Service offers businesses in 
the energy sector an excellent platform to take advantage 
of the fantastic skills on offer and I would urge them to get 
involved with the scheme.”

Hannah Reynolds, marketing director from The British 
Forces Resettlement Services, said: “BFRS champions the 
skills, qualities and expertise possessed by those in the 
Armed Forces community and we’re thrilled to be working 
with NOF Energy to help promote the valuable contribution 
that ex-military personnel can make to the energy sector.”

Event aims to tackle energy 
skills shortages
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Wind turbines - saving 
the planet or a blot on 
the landscape?

Allan MacAskill, Director, MacAskill Associates

Cleaner, greener technology is vital to shaping the future energy landscape and wind energy has a key 
role to play if the UK is to diversify and decarbonise its electricity supply: mitigating climate change 

and ensuring long-term security of supply. The fast-growing wind energy sector is critical to delivering 
Scotland, Britain’s and Europe’s renewable energy targets. As turbines are an essential part of any wind energy 
development, they are inevitably becoming more commonplace.  However, they have become more widely 
accepted because all proposed developments have to go through a rigorous planning process.  
This ensures that the concerns of local residents are addressed and that the developments are not intrusive. 
This is reflected in a recent survey by Scottish Renewables into people’s attitudes on energy. For example, one 
of the findings showed that more than 70 per cent of those polled in the North-east of Scotland support the 
continued development of wind energy.
Both onshore and offshore wind projects are integral to accelerating the development of the sector. Globally, 
onshore wind has made major strides over the last decade. It is now a mature, cost-efficient technology. The next 
step is to move into the offshore environment where there is a substantial wind resource and an opportunity for 
the large scale developments needed to fully decarbonise the electricity system. 
Like onshore wind, offshore wind will deliver substantial cost reduction over the coming decade. The European 
Offshore Wind Deployment Centre in Aberdeen Bay has a critical role to play in delivering this.

Steve Cook, Managing Director, Empire

Ignoring the economic argument, I think wind turbines are a great way to produce natural energy, 
however I do feel that they can often be a blot on the landscape, particularly where they appear 

above the skyline in open countryside.
My preference would be to harness the vast areas of our oceans, which would have less effect on the 
stunning Scottish countryside.
Unlike Donald Trump, I don’t have a problem with offshore wind turbines and I don’t agree that they would 
spoil the views from his Trump International Golf Links, however, I do believe that if they go to the expense 
of installing wind turbines offshore they should go the extra distance by adding machinery able to exploit 
wave power and generate additional energy.

Debbie Moir, Owner, QEvents

I have very mixed feelings about the increasing number of wind turbines I see when I’m 
out and about.  On the one hand, I understand and agree completely with the need to find 

alternative and more sustainable ways of producing energy for the benefit of the environment and 
to address spiralling costs.  However, as someone closely involved with the local tourism industry, 
I don’t want the presence of wind turbines to be something which is an aesthetic detraction from 
our beautiful countryside for the visitors who come here.  Tourism is a very important part of the 
economy and needs to be considered and balanced with all the other issues which need to be 
factored in.

Neil Watson, Operation Manager, Red Mist Media

I read in a blog that a windfarm can produce 20 times more energy than was used to construct and 
install it and financial payback is in years. So I don’t see any reason why every farm, commerce site 

can’t or shouldn’t have their own.  I can appreciate concerns on how these fit into the landscape but the 
benefits far out ways these concerns.   Not every landscape is beautiful, but the nature of the landscape to 
have an efficient windfarm normally fits the beautiful criteria, strangely enough.  People don’t like change 
especially in their own back garden.  But it we don’t do something to generate cleaner energy there won’t 
be beautiful landscape to worry about anyway. I would like to see turbines supporting communities so 
everyone can benefit financial from the transition to clean energy.
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K e p p l e s t o n e  M a n o r  P r o m o t i o n

We are now offering our 2 bedroom 

apartments for just £99 per night 

(excl. VAT)

Offer is available on all bookings received between 10th October – 31st October  

for arrival dates between 10th October – 16th December 2011

Offer is subject to availability and is based on a 3 night minimum stay

Click here for further details and to enter our prize draw  

for a chance to win an overnight stay for two with dinner  

worth £50 + a bottle of Prosecco

To find out more about this fantastic offer or to book your stay contact us now on  +44 (0) 1224 639355
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www.kepplestonemanor.com
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Dear Name

We are writing to advise you that your last eye examination

with us was on <<Last Test>>.

Regular eye examinations are important for two reasons.

Firstly, they ensure that you enjoy the highest possible
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health check for conditions which may otherwise go

undetected. Remember your eye exam is FREE of charge.
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Rita Stephen has been appointed Bid 
manager to lead Aberdeen’s effort to UK 
City of Culture in 2017.

Rita has spent the last seven years working 
as the development manager for ACSEF 
(Aberdeen City and Shire Economic 
Future), the public-private sector 
partnership charged with driving economic 
development for Aberdeen City and Shire.

During her time in the role she has worked 
on a number of large-scale projects, 
including the 30-mile Energetica corridor 
between Aberdeen and Peterhead, and 
was part of the team which successfully bid 
for Central Government funding to deliver 
ultrafast broadband for Aberdeen.

Ektor Tsatsoulis will be the Bid co-ordinator.  
Ektor was recently the executive manager 
for Pafos in Cyprus’s bid to be the European 
Capital of Culture in 2017.  He has previously 
worked in Scotland for award-winning 
Fringe producers Universal Arts and the 
Queen Margaret University Union.

Richard Stewart, the bid’s funding and 
international officer previously worked 
as a fundraiser for Great Ormond Street 
Hospital, Youth Sport Trust and I CAN.

Andrew Learmonth, the bid’s marketing 
and communications officer previously ran 
the press office of the Edinburgh Festival 
Fringe and worked as a press officer for the 
National Theatre of Scotland.

Oil & Gas UK has announced more 
details of the major offshore safety 
conference to be held in the summer to 
mark the 25th anniversary of the Piper 
Alpha disaster.

Piper 25, a three-day event to be 
held at Aberdeen Exhibition and 
Conference Centre from 18 to 20 June 
2013 and principally sponsored by 
Talisman Sinopec Energy UK Limited,
will bring together people from across 
the global oil and gas industry to 
reflect on the lessons learnt from the
tragedy, review how far offshore safety 
has evolved since and to reinforce 
industry commitment to continuous 
improvement. 

The keynote speaker will be Lord
Cullen, who chaired the public inquiry 
into the disaster. His report made 106 
recommendations which have since 
transformed the way safety is managed 
offshore. 

Other speakers include: Judith Hackitt 
CBE, chair, health and safety executive; 
Jake Molloy, regional organiser, RMT; 
Bob Fryar, executive vice president 
for safety and operational risk, BP ; 
Professor Andrew Hopkins, Australian 
National University; The Hon. Mr Justice 
Haddon-Cave QC, chair for the review 
of the wider issues surrounding the loss 
of the Nimrod aircraft; John Bresland, 
past chairman of the US Chemical 
Safety & Hazard Investigation Board; 
Jane Cutler, chief executive officer, 
National Offshore Petroleum Safety 
and Environmental Management 
Authority; Miranda Taylor, director - 
Environment, Safety & Production, 
Australian Petroleum Production & 
Exploration Association Limited ; and 
Thad Allen, senior vice president, Booz 
Allen Hamilton, former commandant 
US Coast Guard (incident commander, 
Deepwater Horizon response).With 
Piper Alpha as a central theme, the 
conference will also explore broader 
safety issues and will feature a series of 
technical presentations run in parallel 
– each focusing on a different theme. 
These include: safety management 
systems and control of work; Major 
hazard management and safety 
technology; Human and organisational 
factors; Emergency preparedness and 
response; and the work of FABIG – The 
Fire and Blast Information Group.

Oil & Gas UK’s health and safety 
director, Robert Paterson, said: “Piper 
Alpha is still the world’s worst offshore 
disaster, claiming the lives of 167 men.
 
“The purpose of this conference is 
to mark the 25th anniversary of this 
tragedy by gathering together some 
of the world’s foremost experts in their 
field to not only reflect on the lessons 
we’ve learned in the intervening quarter 
of a century, but to openly challenge and
debate how we stimulate the industry’s 
determination to continuously improve 
safety performance to ensure the next 
25 years and beyond never see a repeat 
of this disaster.”

 

Clydesdale Bank has announced an 
expansion of its business development team 
in Aberdeen.

Tim Laundon has been appointed business 
development manager at Clydesdale Bank’s 
business and private banking centre in the 
city to strengthen its support for growing 
businesses in the North east.

Tim has held a number of roles during his 26-
year career with Clydesdale Bank including 
the post of small business manager. He joins 
existing business development managers 
Andy Tait and Charlie Henderson, who 
between them have more than 40 years’ 
experience in the banking sector, most 
recently in the business development team.

The team operates in all sectors but with 
a particular focus on oil and gas, food and 
drink, franchising, IT, professional services, 
healthcare and manufacturing. 

Last year Clydesdale Bank’s Aberdeen 
business development team helped a 
number of local firms to grow, including 
Aberdeen Drilling Consultants. The family-run 
company, which has a multi-million pound 
turnover, expects to double its business when 
it moves from its current 1,000 sqft premises 
in Aberdeen to a new 4,500 sqft site, also in 
the city. Clydesdale Bank provided Aberdeen 
Drilling Consultants with facilities to buy its 
new premises and has also established a full 
banking relationship with the firm.

Billy MacLeod, Clydesdale Bank’s regional 
head of business development for the East of 
Scotland, said: “Tim is highly respected within 
the business community for his experience 
in working with growing businesses. He joins 
a team which is recognised for its extensive 
local knowledge and its ability to support 
businesses of all sizes. We look forward to 
assisting new and existing customers as 
they grow and contribute to the Aberdeen 
economy.”

Clydesdale Bank recently introduced a new 
series of measures designed to help growing 
businesses – fee-free lending and a new 
switching package with service charge free 
day-to-day banking for businesses with an 
annual turnover up to £2 million. The Bank’s 
“Growing Business” initiative is also providing 
new and additional support for businesses 
looking to start up, expand or switch their 
banking arrangements. 

City of Culture bid

Over 700 clients trust us to be their 
payroll partner, do you? Aberdeen's 
favourite payroll solution. www.activpayroll.com

Piper 25 speakers

Clydesdale expands 
Aberdeen team
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Members had the opportunity to discuss the economy with Danny 
Alexander MP, Chief Secretary to the Treasury, during his visit to the 
Chamber’s offices at the beginning of March. Mr Alexander was the 
latest high profile politician to accept the Chamber’s invitation to 
meet with members from across the North-east.

Danny Alexander MP in conversation with Douglas Craig of the Craig Group

The Chamber’s chief executive, Robert Collier, and 
president, George Yule, were on hand to welcome 
the Chief Secretary to the Chamber’s office at The 

Hub.

Craig Brown of AFC with Rhea Hussey from Fifth Ring
and Jamie Davidson of BG Group

Seona Shand from the Chamber with Craig Brown (centre) 
and Kim Stephen from the Chamber (right)

(L-R) James Bream from the Chamber, Gareth Treharne from 
BG Group, Kim Stephen from the Chamber, Campbell Reith of 

Simpson Forsyth, and Jamie Davidson from BG Group

Chamber premier partners enjoyed a behind the scenes tour of Pittodrie followed by a light dinner with manager 
Craig Brown courtesy of AFC at the end of February.

Premier Partners at AFC

Gareth Treharne from BG Group with Craig Brown and Archie Knox from 
Aberdeen Football Club

Chamber welcomes Chief Secretary
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Chamber 
Diary

Future of the Caspian Sea Sponsor:

APR EVENT TIME VENUE

Tue 2 Project Management - The Basics (Training) 9.30am - 4.30pm AGCC

Tue 2 Drug and Alcohol Awareness (Training) (1/2 Day) 9.30am - 12.30pm AGCC

Mon 8 Reception and Telephone Skills (Training) 9.30am - 4.30pm AGCC

Tue 9 Conducting Effective Appraisals (Training) 9.30am - 4.30pm AGCC

Wed 10 Your Letter of Credit and Getting Paid (Training) 9.30am - 4.30pm AGCC

Thu 11 Effective Business Writing (Training) 9.30am - 4.30pm AGCC

Mon 15 Intro to ISO 14001 (Training) 9.30am - 4.30pm AGCC

Wed 17 Effective Time Management (Training) 9.30am - 4.30pm AGCC

Thu 18 The Future of the Caspian Sea 11.45am - 2pm AGCC

Fri 19 Public Contracts - Bidding to Win 11.45am - 2pm AGCC

Mon 22 Green Agenda: Are You Ready? (Training) 9.30am - 4.30pm AGCC

Mon 22 Vanguard Dinner 7pm - 10pm Marcliffe Hotel & Spa, Aberdeen

Tue 23 Investing in Tomorrow’s Workforce 7am - 9am Marcliffe Hotel & Spa, Aberdeen

Tue 23 Introduction to Import Rules (Training) 9.30am - 4.30pm AGCC

Wed 24 People Driving Growth 7am - 9am Thistle Airport Hotel, Aberdeen

Wed 24 Train the Trainer (Training) 9.30am - 4.30pm AGCC

Wed 24 Finance - The Basics (Training) 9.30am - 4.30pm AGCC

Thu 25 Negotiating and Influencing (Training) 9.30am - 4.30pm AGCC

Tue 30 Coaching Skills for Managers (Training) 9.30am - 4.30pm AGCC

Tue 30 Essential Supervisory Skills (Training) 9.30am - 4.30pm AGCC

Litho Print | Digital Print | Signs & Labels | Exhibition & Display | Promotional Gifts

Hareness Road, Altens Industrial Estate, 
Aberdeen AB12 3LE

T: 01224 875987
E: info@compassprint.co.uk   

www.compassprint.co.uk

For ALL your print 
and promotional 
requirements 

Business Breakfast Associate Sponsors: 

Business Breakfast Principal Sponsor: Public Contracts event
 in association with:

Investing in Tomorrow’s 
Workforce sponsor:
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On the move

Stork Technical Services, 
which provides knowledge-
based asset integrity 
management services for 
the oil and gas, chemical and 
power sectors, has appointed 
Steven Law as HSSEQ director 
– UK and Africa. He will be 
based in Aberdeen which is 
the operational hub for the 
company’s upstream oil and 
gas business.

Stuart Robertson, one of only a few 
lawyers in Scotland accredited as a 
specialist in both employment law 
and discrimination law, has joined 
Ledingham Chalmers as a partner.
Having joined Ledingham Chalmers 
as a partner in the Edinburgh office 
Stuart left in 2006 following the 
firm’s demerger. 
He moved to Aberdeen in 2008 as 
partner and latterly consultant with 
Paull & Williamsons before returning 
to Ledingham Chalmers.

Accountancy firm Johnston Carmichael has promoted two 
of its Aberdeen-based staff.  
Alana Higgins, who has worked at Johnston Carmichael 
since 2001, becomes tax manager and Sarah Robertson, 
who joined in 2006, becomes marketing manager.

Energy Ventures 
has strengthened its 
management team with 
the appointment of Tomas 
Hvamb as senior associate.
Prior to joining the 
company, Tomas spent 
over four years as vice 
president at Barclays Bank, 
overseeing its oil and gas 
services buyout portfolio. 

Network infrastructure 
specialist Xtreme Business 
Solutions has marked 
its 10th year in business 
by appointing one of its 
founding employees, Martin 
McCarthy, as projects 
director.
“Martin has made an 
important contribution to 
the expansion of Xtreme 
over the past 10 years,” 
said Graeme Duncan, 

managing director.  “His combination of technical expertise and 
communication skills is valued highly by our clients.  In recent 
years, Martin has taken responsibility for many of Xtreme’s larger 
projects and has proven himself to be extremely capable. His 
appointment as projects director is both fitting and deserved.”
Mr McCarthy was the first employee to join Xtreme Business 
Solutions during its first year in business in 2003.  The company 
has since grown to a team of more than 40 who provide a 
diverse range of IT solutions to clients across a wide range 
of industry sectors internationally.  In addition to growing the 
workforce, Xtreme has recently extended its capabilities to 
tackle specialist offshore work.

The ASCO Group has appointed Mark Walker as its chief 
financial officer.
Mark is a chartered accountant with more than 17 years’ 
experience and most recently was the group finance director of 
an international oil and gas drilling and engineering company. 
He replaces Ian Ross who has been with ASCO for more than 
14 years as group finance director for the last six. Ian remains 
with ASCO in a senior consultative role.

Phil Kirk, chief executive 
of independent oil and gas 
exploration and production 
company Chrysaor Limited, is to 
join the board of Oil & Gas UK.
Mr Kirk has wide experience of 
UK exploration and production 
operations. Chrysaor is currently 
involved in the development of the 
important west of Shetlands Solan 
field which is creating hundreds 
of jobs and reviving fabrication 
activity in Scotland.

Steven Law

Stuart Robertson

Tomas Hvamb

Graeme Duncan and 
Martin McCarthy

Phil Kirk
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STATS Group has appointed 
two new directors as part of a 
strategy to double the size of 
the business. 
Carl-Petter Halvorsen has 
joined the pipeline engineering 
company as business 
development director while 
Dave Shand takes up the newly 
created post of chief operating 
officer.
The dual appointments will 
strengthen STATS’ management 
team and free up chief executive 
officer Pete Duguid to focus on 
international development of 
the company’s unique range of 
piping and isolation tools for the oil and gas industries.

CALA Homes, recently named the UK’s Housebuilder 
of the Year at the What House? Awards, has boosted its 
Aberdeen team in preparation for a significant uplift in new 
development activity. 
Ross MacLennan, originally from Inverness-shire, has been 
appointed CALA’s new land buyer while Ian Jenning joins 
the Westhill-based team as engineering manager. 
Ross joins CALA from Aberdeen City Council where he was 
involved in creating the Aberdeen Local Development plan, 
the first of its kind to be adopted in Scotland.

Flexlife, a specialist provider of flexible pipe technologies 
and engineering services, has seen successful growth at its 
Newcastle base since opening 18 months ago. 
The office has grown from three to 24 employees with 
turnover in excess of £1.5 million.
Andy Lake, appointed to head up the office as director of 
operations, has been appointed company-wide director – 
Flexible Pipe Technology in addition to continuing in his role 
spearheading development of the Newcastle base.

Atkins has appointed Kim Weninger 
as operations director of its US 
Oil and Gas division as part of 
the company’s on-going growth 
strategy for North America. 
In her new role she will be 
responsible for driving growth 
across the Americas with particular 
focus on growing the consultancy 
business in Gulf of Mexico.

Aberdeen-based Dana Petroleum has appointed Reidar 
Hustoft as managing director of its Norwegian activities.
He replaced John M Dahlen who is retiring from the 
company. John was a co-founder of Ener Petroleum which 
was acquired by Dana in 2007.
Reidar previously ran Dana’s business in the Netherlands 
and is originally from Norway. 

Wealth adviser Towry has appointed two new advisers in 
its Aberdeen office taking the total number of advisers 
in the city and surrounding area to five. Towry, which has 
16 offices nationwide and around £4.5bn of assets under 
management, has seen substantial recent growth with the 
Aberdeen office making an important contribution to the 
company’s turnover figures. 
Irene Smith and Carol Stanger both bring extensive financial 
services experience and proven track records in financial 
planning, to the existing Aberdeen team based in Towry’s 
Albyn Terrace office.  Both are qualified financial planners 
and Chartered Insurance Institute members. 

Ledingham Chalmers 
LLP has appointed four 
new partners through 
promotion, recognising 
their commitment to the 
firm and their respective 
capabilities in corporate, 
commercial property and 
litigation.
Tim Thomas, Malcolm 
Ferguson, John Mitchell, 
and Sarah Morris, 
made the step up from 
associate on April 1. The 

four have between six and 10 years service with the firm.

Accountancy firm Hall 
Morrice has appointed 
Derek Mair, currently 
director of the audit and 
accounts department, as a 
partner bringing the number 
of partners in the firm to five.
The appointment is part of 
the firm’s medium term plan 
to grow the practice across 
its sites in Aberdeen and 
Fraserburgh.
Derek Mair joined Hall 
Morrice in 1989, qualifying 
as an ACCA member in 
1997 when he was also 
promoted to one of two 
group managers for the Hall 
Morrice audit and accounts 
section. Derek took up 
overall responsibility for the audit and accounts department 
in 2004 and became a director in 2007.

Nick Barton, former managing director at Stansted to take 
the reins, on an interim basis, at Aberdeen International 
Airport.
Current MD Derek Provan has taken up a secondment at 
Heathrow as director of airside operations, and Mr Barton 
will fill the role until Derek returns later in the year.

(L-R) Carl-Petter 
Halvorsen, Pete Duguid, 

and Dave Shand

Kim Weninger

(L-R) Tim Thomas, Sarah Morris, 
John Mitchell and Malcolm Ferguson

Derek Mair
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Aberdeen Drilling Consultants
Has an enviable international reputation
for providing quality driven, incisive, rig & 
BOP inspection services as well as dynamic 
audit reporting and training products.
56 Queens Road
Aberdeen
AB15 4YE
t: 01224 209123
w: www.adc-engineering.com
e: info@adc-engineering.com
c: Austin Hay - Director

B&T Corporate Team Building
An Aberdeen based firm that provides
Customised and professional team
Building workshops, exercises and
Event management in Scotland, the UK
And Mainland Europe.
24 Ash-Hill Road
Aberdeen
AB16 5HJ
t: 07773 608301
w: www.balint-totok.co.uk
e: csilla.balint@balint-totok.co.uk
c: Csilla Balint – Owner & Team Building 
Coordinator

Conserve Oilfield Services Ltd
Leading supplier of offshore chemical tanks,
Containers and other cargo carrying units
(CCU’s) for the transportation of drilling
fluids, chemicals, equipment, material and
provisions to the offshore oil and gas industry
Hillview House
Hillview Road
East Tullos Ind Estate
AB12 3HB
t: 01224 873797 
w: www.conserveplc.co.uk
e: enquiries@conserveplc.co.uk
c: Chris J MacPhee – Managing Director

Ecosse Online Ltd
Domain registration, website hosting and 
website design services
428D Great Northern Road
Aberdeen
AB24 2BA
t: 01224 543007
w: www.ecosse-online.co.uk
e: support@ecosse-online.co.uk
c: James Coyle - CEO

EFF Offshore Solutions Ltd
Stockist and supplier of high quality, high 
pressure pipe, pipe fittings and flanges to 
petrochemical industries.
Unit 5A
Balmacassie Brae
Ellon
AB41 8BY
t: 01358 725353
w: www.effos.co.uk
e: info@effos.co.uk
c: Mark Grant - Director

Fearnley Procter UK Ltd
Engineering Services
Unit 1
Peregrine Road
Westhill Business Park
Westhill
AB32 6JL
t: 01224 748600
w: www.forumfearnleyprocter.co.uk
e: uksales@fearnleyprocter.co.uk
c: Keith Ogilivie - Recruitment Manager

Go Ape!
Go ape has over 30 sites across the UK 
offering a Variety of outdoor experiences. 
We also run a few Cafes at a couple of our 
locations. At Crathes Castle Banchory, we run 
a high wire tree adventure courseWhich is a 
great and fun activity for family and Company 
days out.
Crathes Castle
Banchory
AB31 5QJ
t: 07584 231675
w: goape.co.uk
e: nick.benbow@goape.co.uk
c: Nick Benbow - Site Manager

ITC Hydraulic Services Ltd
Manufacture, sales and services of all 
hydraulic equipment
The Garage
St Katherine’s
Inverurie
AB51 8SN
t: 016518 91626
w: www.itc-hydraulics.co.uk
e: tracy@itc-hydraulics.co.uk
c: Tracy Clark - Director

Norvite Animal Nutrition Co.
Animal Feed Manufacturer
Wardhouse
Insch
AB52 6YD
t: 01464 831261
w: www.norvite.com
e: esmith@norvite.com
c: Edward Smith - Managing Director

NYA International Ltd
A crisis prevention and response consultancy 
specialising in marine piracy, kidnap 
for ransom, extortion, detention, hijack, 
emergency political evacuation and related 
issues.
26 Market Place
London
W1W 8AN
t: 02070 864476
w: www.nyainternational.com
e: tess.baker@nyainternational.com
c: Tess Baker - Business Development 

Plenta Foods Ltd
Pulsetta - Deliciously nutritious and naturally
Gluten-free food
Union Plaza (6th Floor)
1 Union Wynd
Aberdeen
AB10 1DQ
w: www.pulsetta.com
c: Karsten Karcher - CEO and Founder

Sievin Jalkine OY
SIEVI is the leading manufacturer of safety 
and occupational footwear in Northern 
Europe located in Finland
Korhosenkatu 24
FI-85310 Sieve As.,
Finland
85310
t: +358 0848811
w: www.sievi.com
e: craig.dobson@sievi.com
c: Craig Dobson - Development Area Sales 
Manager

Specialised Oilfield Services Ltd
Offshore service company specialising in oil 
well pipe recovery for the global Oil & Gas 
sector
Newmachar Business Centre
Kingseat Business Park
Newmachar
AB21 0UE
t: 01651 869077
w: www.sos-energy.com
e: info@sos-energy.com
c: Martin Bruce - Managing Director

Veripos
Supply and install global satalite navigation 
systems worldwide; repair and maintain 
equipment
Prospect Road
Arnhall Business Park
Westhill
Aberdeen
AB32 6FE
t: 01224 527500
w: www.veripos.com
e: info@veripos.com
c: Shonagh McFayden - Global HR Manager

VisitAberdeen Ltd
Destination Marketing Organisation for 
Aberdeen
2nd Floor
32 Upperkirkgate
Aberdeen
AB10 1BA
t: 01224 900492
w: website needed
e: nikki.morris@visitaberdeen.com
c: Nikki Morris - Marketing Services & Office Manager

Zeta-pdm Ltd
Zeta-pdm Ltd is a world leader in separation 
processes and a key supplier of advanced 
technology to the oil, gas and petrochemical 
industries. 
Riverside House
3rd Floor
Riverside Drive
Aberdeen
AB11 7LH
t: 01224 224371
w: www.zeta-pdm.com
e: s.constantine@zeta-pdm.com
c: Scott Constantine - Business Development Director

NEW MEMBERS  AT THE CHAMBER






